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Exercise 1.1 Let K,Ki ∈ Kn, i ∈ N, with 0 ∈ intK. Show that Ki → K
if and only if for all ε > 0 there exists an iε ∈ N such that for all i ≥ iε

(1− ε)Ki ⊆ K ⊆ (1 + ε)Ki.

Exercise 1.2 Let K ∈ Kn. Show that the Steiner-symmetral stH(K) of K
with respect to a hyperplane H is a compact set.

Exercise 1.3 Show that the minimal width of a convex boy may descrease
or increase under Steiner-symemmetrizations.

Exercise 1.4 Let K ∈ Kn. Show that (without using Exercise 1.5)

vol (K) ≤
(
D(K)

2

)n
vol (Bn).

Exercise 1.5 Let K ∈ Kn. The functional

w(K) =
1

nvol (Bn)

∫
Sn−1

[h(K,u) + h(K,−u)] du

is called the mean width of K. Here the integration “du” is meant with
respect to the (n−1)-dimensional Hausdorff-measure. Let H be a hyperplane.
Show that

w(stH(K)) ≤ w(K),

and conclude ”Urysohn’s inequality”

vol (K) ≤
(
w(K)

2

)n
vol (Bn).

Rem: The mean width is a continuous functional on Kn.

one more on the next page...



Exercise 1.6 Let T be an n-dimensional simplex, i.e., T = conv {v0, . . . ,vn},
vi ∈ Rn, and dimT = n.

i) Let Hi,j, i 6= j, be the hyperplane through 1
2(vi + vj) and with nor-

mal vector vi − vj (orthogonal to the edge conv {vi,vj}). Show that
stHi,j (T ) is again an n-dimensional simplex.

ii) Show that among all n-dimensional simplices T the ratio R(T )/r(T )
becomes minimal for a regular simplex. Here it might be helpful to use
the fact the surface area of the Steiner symmetral stH(K) is strictly
decreasing if K is not symmetric to the hypeprlane H.


